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RZ270S
Specially designed for cutting doors, 
door frames, base boards and skirtings, 
it is ideal for installers of parquet or 
such other floor coverings as carpets, 
ceramic tiles, etc. Equipped with a 
powerful motor it provides a clean 
and precise cut easily and quickly. The 
cutting height and depth are adjusta-
ble by means of its milimetric gauges.
Its cutting depth allows to cut the 
doors at once.
Includes dust collection nozzle and 
pipe for connection to an external 
dust collector.

Optional saw blades
7040193 Diamond disc (Ø 150), for 
cutting bricks, concrete, granite, 
ceramics and stoneware
7040316 Saw blade for cutting 
metals (Ø 165, Z 30), ideal to cut the 
metal sheets on the armored dors

It cuts door frames without to di-
sassemble the butt straps, providing 
a precise and clean cut.

Its cutting depth allows it to cut the 
doors at once without splintering.

High fiability when cutting base-
boards or skirtings.
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Specifications
Input power 1,300 W
Cutting depth 0-47 mm
Minimum cutting height 8 mm
Maximum cutting height 35 mm
No-load speed 5,000/min
Weight 5.6 kg   

Standard equipment
Carbide saw blade Z 24 Ø 165 mm 
for cutting doors and skirtings (ref. 
7040314), dust collection pipe 2.25 
m long, carrying case and service 
keys.

| Trimming machine

Thanks to the possibility to 
take away the front part 
of the head it is possible to 
arrive to the corner when 
cutting the skirtings.

Cutting a shadow joint.

Video
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FR817T
FR817T

Easy and quick adjustment of the 
height of the bit.

Specially designed for trimming on 
the corners on the polishing of solid 
wood parquet or stairs. It allows to 
trim the corners, where the traditional 
parquet sanders cannot arrive, leaving 
them at same level than the rest of 
the floor. Machine equipped with 
frontal protector avoiding damages 
to the skirting or any other wall 
elements. Includes a dust collection 
nozzle for connecting to an external 
dus collector.

It allows to trim the corners, where 
the traditional sanders cannot 
arrive.

Thanks to its design it can accede 
easily to the corners.

Standard equipment
90° carbide bit, service keys 
and carrying case.

Specifications
Input power 750 W
No-load speed 14,000 - 30,000/min
Weight  1.9 kg

| Corner trimmer

Equipped with front protector to 
avoid to damage the skirtings or 
any other element fixed on the wall.

Perfect finishing
in less time
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